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RECOMMENDED ACTION OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
 
Approve SDSU’s Preliminary Facility Statement request to renovate or construct a Visual 

Arts Facility at an estimated cost of $12,400,000. Approval of this request will allow SDSU to 
move forward with their Facility Program Plan for this project. Funding for this project will be 
$7,500,000 in future HEFF bonds and $4,900,000 in private funds. SDSU requests that a 
building committee be formed to select an A/E to develop project design and cost estimates.  

SOUTH DAKOTA BOARD OF REGENTS 
 

Committee on Budget and Finance 
 

AGENDA ITEM: III – J 
 

DATE: May 16-17, 2012 
  

****************************************************************************** 
 
SUBJECT: SDSU Visual Arts Facility Preliminary Facility Statement   
 
 South Dakota State University requests approval of their Preliminary Facility Statement 
to plan for renovation or construction for a Visual Arts Facility at an estimated cost of 
$12,400,000. This project was included in the 2012 Ten-Year Capital Plan approved by the 2012 
Legislative Session – HB1051. 
 
 The Visual Arts majors have increased to 240 students in studio arts and graphic design. 
Demand for graphic design graduates is expected to grow 13 percent with a demand for artists 
forecast to grow 12 percent in the coming years. Currently, the Visual Arts Department is housed 
in a 1960’s food service building and the three-dimensional studio space is housed in a former 
industrial arts building.  
 
 Initial analysis indicates either new construction or renovation of the existing Seed House 
and West Headhouse off of Medary Avenue along the north side of campus. This location offers 
easy access to the site and the open construction of the Seed House would provide sufficient 
instruction, gallery, and studio space with lots of natural light. Campus utilities are proximate to 
this site. The square footage provided in these renovated areas would be nearly equivalent to the 
current, older space. Additionally, there is sufficient exterior space surrounding these buildings 
for additional new construction, entrance definition, sculpture yard, materials storage, and 
delivery access. 
 
 Funding for this project will come from HEFF bonds to be issued in 2014 or 2020 in the 
amount of $7,500,000 with $4,900,000 in additional private funds.  
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 Additional project details can be found in SDSU’s attached Preliminary Facility 
Statement document. If approved, the Board President should appoint a building committee to 
assist SDSU with the A/E selection for project design development and project cost estimates.  



 
  
 

 

PRELIMINARY FACILITY STATEMENT 
 FOR 

 
 VISUAL ARTS FACILITY 
 SOUTH DAKOTA STATE UNIVERSITY 
 
 DATE:  April 25, 2012 

   
 
South Dakota State University requests approval of this Preliminary Facility 
Statement to initiate planning of a Visual Arts Facility.  The university requests 
appointment of a building committee to select and to retain consultants to provide 
architectural programming and schematic design services for the planning of this 
proposed project.   
 
A.  GENERAL PROGRAMMATIC NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED:  
The Department of Visual Arts fosters excellence and achievement in students studying 
studio arts and graphic design.  Essential to achieving this goal is accreditation by the 
National Association of Schools of Art and Design (NASAD).  The major obstacle to 
accreditation is the Department’s substandard instructional, studio, and gallery facilities. 
A spring 2011 external program review and fall 2011 external facility review affirmed this 
limitation.  This proposal addresses the limitation and provides the opportunity for 
program accreditation.   
 
Over the past five years, the number of Visual Arts majors has increased 25 percent to 
240 students in studio arts and graphic design. Moderate continued growth is expected 
based on student demand and U.S. Department of Labor forecasts. Demand for graphic 
design graduates is expected to grow 13 percent with demand for artists forecast to 
grow 12 percent by the U.S. Department of Labor during the coming years.  Current 
Visual Arts facilities, located at various sites around campus, are overcrowded and 
inadequate.   
 
All are second-hand facilities that were designed with other purposes in mind. The 
department’s offices and major instructional, studio and gallery space is in a 1960s food 
service building located among the freshman/sophomore residential life facilities in the 
southeast corner of campus, separated from the academic core.  The three-dimensional 
studio for sculpting and ceramics was constructed originally as an industrial arts 
building. External reviews described it as inadequate, poorly ventilated and non-
compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act.  
 
The three-dimensional studio space for sculpting and ceramics will be demolished in 
August 2013 to clear ground for a proposed Architecture, Mathematics, and Engineering 
building. 
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The proposed Visual Arts facility would consolidate department offices, expand and 
modernize teaching and learning spaces, create studio space, provide gallery space 
and bring Visual Arts into the academic core.  The proposed facility would meet or 
exceed space requirements to achieve NASAD accreditation. 
 
B. ANALYSIS OF THE STUDENT BODY OR CONSTITUENTS TO BE SERVED:   
The Visual Arts facility will support students pursuing majors and minors in studio arts and 
in graphic design.  The facility will make it more feasible for three programs — B.A. and 
B.S. degrees in art education, graphic design, and studio arts — to pursue NASAD 
accreditation.  The proposed facility also will accommodate the expanded demand for 
drawing courses from students in the new architecture program and the art studio core 
courses required by interior and landscape design programs. In addition, Visual Arts 
courses fulfill System Goal Requirement 4 and Institutional Goal Requirement 3 for all 
students at South Dakota State.  Programmatic enhancements for faculty studio space in 
the proposed facility will support professional artists-in-residence and visiting scholars. 
 
C.  ADDITIONAL SERVICES TO BE OFFERED:   
The new facility provides essential enhancements for the department, as identified by 
external reviewers.  These enhancements include faculty studio space for professional 
creative activities and for interaction with students in experiential learning environments. 
Currently, with no dedicated studio space, faculty members retreat to their personal studios 
in their homes to complete their art and design, almost eliminating the critical faculty-
student interaction in the creation of art.  The proposed facility will provide the needed 
professional studio space allowing students and faculty to energize creating teaching and 
learning activities.  Students will see faculty at work and will achieve a greater 
understanding of art and design.  Necessary curriculum enhancements in fine art, 
photography and illustration will be possible in the proposed facility, as noted by external 
reviewers.  The academic strengths of the department, when coupled with the proposed 
facility, will enable dramatic organic growth attributed, in part, to modern inviting teaching-
learning, studio and gallery spaces. 
 
The proposed facility will include an outdoor creative yard for the exploration and creation 
of works in larger environments. Such spaces have enormous potential to encourage 
collaboration between and among the design disciplines such as studio art, graphic art, 
architecture, interior design, and landscape architecture.  The outdoor creative yard 
supports a unique environment for drawing, painting, sculpture and ceramics.  Student 
project storage and dedicated upper-division studio space are distinct program 
enhancements that will be possible because of the proposed new facility.  Current facilities 
do not provide such spaces. 
 
D.  COMPLIANCE WITH CAMPUS MASTER PLAN:   
The Visual Arts facility is consistent with the 2025 Design and Master Plan.  The proposed 
facility allows for completion of southeast campus residential life neighborhood with the 
demolition of Grove Hall, the 1960s former food service commons that is the Department of 
Visual Arts building. 
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E.  ANALYSIS OF NEEDS ASSESSMENT BASED ON THE FACILITIES UTILIZATION REPORT:   
Visual Arts department offices and educational space are in two facilities — Grove Hall, the 
converted 1960s food service building, and the Industrial Arts Building, used for the three-
dimensional arts.  Space for the department remained stagnant and unchanged for many 
years; meanwhile, the department has grown with university.  External reviews consistently 
note facilities deficiencies in three areas:  
 
1) Existing facilities are too small to house the growing, vibrant undergraduate programs. 
Additional studio space for upper-division majors must be provided to achieve excellence in 
teaching and learning, to strengthen discovery and creative activities, and to meet national 
standards for accreditation.  Such space fosters learning communities, collaborative 
learning, and pride of accomplishment.  Curriculum requirements of the fast-growing design 
disciplines, including architecture, add an additional dimension to the demand for more and 
more modern instructional and professional practice studio space. 
 
2) Existing facilities systems fall short of meeting modern ventilation and safety 
requirements, particularly in three-dimensional studio spaces.    
 
3) Improved facilities are needed to foster creative and artistic activity among and between 
Visual Arts faculty and students and among and between faculty and students in the other 
design field of study, including interior design, architecture, and landscape architecture. 
 
F.  LOCATION: 
A respected national accreditation specialist conducted a thorough review of the program, 
current facilities and possible future facilities on campus, including Lincoln Music Hall, 
Pugsley Center, a building site north of the South Dakota Art Museum, and the Seed House 
and West Headhouse. The consultant has recommended either new construction or 
renovation of the Seed House and West Headhouse, including a connecting construction.   
 
The Seed House and West Headhouse concept creates distinct, unique potential as the 
new Visual Arts facility.  The location off North Medary Avenue offers good access.  The 
Seed House is an open construction with high ceilings and numerous openings for natural 
light, both critical attributes for art instruction, galleries and studio space.  The interior of the 
building can be modified and repurposed readily.  Campus utilities are proximate to these 
buildings.  The amount of space in the Seed House and West Headhouse is roughly 
equivalent to the square footage of Grove Hall plus the Industrial Arts Building.  Space is 
available surrounding the exterior of these buildings for additional new construction, 
entrance definition, sculpture yard, materials storage, and delivery access.   
 
A redeployment of the Seed House and West Headhouse, with a connecting construction, 
will yield the new Visual Arts facility.  The project offers an opportunity to conserve existing 
resources in a unique, cost-effective manner.   
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G.  REALLOCATION OF OLD SPACE, IF ANY:   
Preliminary design and concept development will examine approaches to redeploying 
the Seed House and West Headhouse in combination with new construction/addition to 
create the new Visual Arts facility, thus reusing existing space and programmatically 
replacing Grove Hall and the Industrial Arts Building. Those buildings will be vacated 
and demolished, creating green space for a residential neighborhood and clearing 
space for the proposed Architecture, Mathematics and Engineering building. 
 
H.  PROPOSED FUNDING SOURCE/SOURCES: 
The project would be funded by a combination of Higher Education Facilities Funds and 
private gifts.  Project costs are preliminarily estimated at $12,400,000 with $7,500,000 in 
HEFF support.  The remaining cost of the project will be funded by private gifts from 
donors. 
   
I.  BUDGET FOR DEVELOPMENT OF A FACILITY PROGRAM PLAN:   
The work undertaken will be for planning only.  Cost for preliminary planning services to 
complete architectural programming and schematic design is estimated to be $250,000 
funded through private donations to the SDSU Foundation. 
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